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Abstract
As social information transfer mainly occurs on the mes-
saging apps, the users are at risk of being exposed to fake
news. Some third-party platforms have provided fact-checking
but the private nature of messaging apps poses an impor-
tant design challenge: how can one augment the designs
of messaging apps to prevent the spread of fake news? We
designed an extension to WhatsApp which allows integrat-
ing third-party fact-checking mechanisms into the platform.
The system we propose allows to identify if forwarded in-
formation is classified as Fact, Fake or Unverified. We sim-
ulated this system using a low-fi prototype, and conducted
user studies and interviews to evaluate its effectiveness.
The results are promising but there is still room for improve-
ment.
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CCS Concepts
•Human-centered computing → Interactive systems
and tools; User interface design; •Networks → Online
social networks;

Introduction
With the increasing development and adoption of both so-
cial media and messaging applications, content sharing
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has increased but also the spreading of false and mislead-
ing information, known as fake news. This kind of content
already had a major impact on highly relevant issues, like
the outcome of the 2016 US presidential election [1]. This
issue has become an especially important problem on the
WhatsApp platform, the most popular messaging app in the
world with over 1.6 billion monthly active users [13]. This
application has been used not only to share fake political
information that affected elections in different countries [3,
2, 5], but also to spread rumors that have ended in violent
acts, like in India where mobs have murder 31 people in the
past two years [9].

WhatsApp, which is owned by Facebook has recently come
under public scrutiny for harboring such malpractices on its
platforms and it is now expected of them to take corrective
measures. Although the app’s end-to-end encryption makes
it impossible to trace back the sources of the misinforma-
tion and instigation, the company has taken different ap-
proaches to address the situation, like limiting the number
of people that users can forward a message to, or reduc-
ing the maximum group size [8]. But since these measures
have not been as effective as expected [10], the company
has encouraged studies around this issue through the cre-
ation of a research award [15].

Meanwhile, different studies about WhatsApp as a tool to
distribute misinformation already unfolded important char-
acteristics that haven’t been considered yet to approach
this problem. The capacity of forwarding multimedia content
on environments perceived as private and secure from the
chat’s users provides a mean of high impact and low cost
for propaganda distribution [4]. Also, the platform counts
with network properties similar to social networks like Face-
book and Twitter, that potentialized the possibility of a piece
of information becoming viral. Nonetheless, content with

misinformation on WhatsApp tends to be spread faster than
on the web [12]. Taking into account the characteristics of
this specific platform, we aim to design an augmentation for
this message app, to prevent the spread of fake news.

Related Work
In related work examining self-correcting behavior of fake
news on Twitter, the study found that one of the biggest fac-
tors in a user’s decision of choosing to correct/not correct
previous fake news they posted is the locus of responsi-
bility, the user’s belief of where the responsibility of main-
taining correct news lied, whether that fell under the duty
of crowd, platform, and whether the user belonged in the
crowd. There was also a perceived tradeoff to the user be-
tween keeping an accurate information space (altruistic)
and being perceived as trying to hide something (reputa-
tion).

Being aware of the bad effect of social media and mes-
saging applications, technology giants have developed AI
systems embedded in communication tools to help peo-
ple distinguish fact from fake news. WhatsApp, working
with a startup called PROTO, previously had launched
"Checkpoint tipline" to tackle fake news ahead of the In-
dian election in 2019. What users need to do is to add a
phone number, where they can send dubious messages
and get checked [11, 14]. Other organizations like Fact-
mata, which combining machine learning technology and
expert knowledge, augment user’s judgment by scoring
contents and predicting how incorrect a given content is [7].
But limitations also existed in these AI systems. The ability
of such Al systems usually is not classified clearly, which
might lead users to believe everything they predicted. More-
over, lacking evidence or supported materials to explain the
given response might result in the loss of user trust. Last
but not least, the fact-checking results tend to be final de-



cisions, which did not allow users to provide their feedback
and challenge the predicted result [6]. In another study on
fake news checking platforms, in the cases when an AI has
been unable to successfully verify a news, the latency of the
human checker following is often too slow in reducing the
damage done by the spreading of the news. Many of these
platforms also had difficulty in distinguishing between fake
news versus highly biased news.

Given the existence of these kinds of solutions that propose
AI systems, even while imperfect, to address the general
Fake News problem, there is an evident need of studying
how these implementations will be received in different con-
texts. The aim of this paper is to study how the inclusion of
these AI systems on chat-based platforms can be perceived
by users, specifically on the WhatsApp case, and to pro-
pose some guidelines to consider in order to assure a bet-
ter integration of them. In order to do so, first, we are going
to study what is the current users’ mental model about the
platform, with the purpose of identifying the weaknesses
and strengths of it. Second, we intend to analyze the ex-
isting AI systems that address the problem of Fake News
detection in the wild and to detect what specific challenges
they will face in the context of chat-based platforms. Finally,
based on these challenges, a set of recommendations will
be designed as a guide to be used in the implementation
process.

Methodology

Figure 1: Our extension adds a
new user action: Verify Content.
With this action, users will be able
to challenge shared content,
requesting it to be fact-checked.

We identify the following three main challenges for prevent-
ing the spread of fake news on WhatsApp:

• Rapid pace of news spread. As content spreads
rapidly on WhatsApp, the UI needs to enable users
to distinguish facts from fakes.

• High-latency of existing fact-checking mechanisms.
Since users can’t get immediate results from existing

systems, there needs to be an intermediate state that
cautions users.

• The abundance of "passive" users. Users who do
not engage in conversations will be less likely to fact-
check content themselves. Therefore the UI needs
to clearly display details and supporting evidence for
fakes and facts.

In order to address these challenges, we propose an exten-
sion to WhatsApp which can integrate with existing AI sys-
tems to allow fact-checking content from within WhatsApp
conversations. This extension will enable users to verify and
challenge shared content while also displaying the truth val-
ues for previously challenged content inline. The extension
will add the "verify content" action and inline indicators and
details for the truth value states of a shared content.

Verifying Content
Our extension adds Verify Content option to the action
menu. When users select this option after selecting a mes-
sage, they will be able to request fact-checking for the con-
tents of that message (Figure 1). When users "challenge" a
content, it will be registered to a database where the exten-
sion keeps all previously challenged content along with their
truth states. A newly challenged piece of content will be in
the UNVERIFIED state. As the extension will interface with
existing AI systems, it will continuously fact-check and con-
tent in this state. When external systems return a result, the
content will be transitioned to either FACT or FAKE state,
depending on its truth value.

Indicators and Details
After a content is assigned a state, the extension will ap-
pend a truth value indicator to any message that contains
it (Figure 2). This will enable users to gain quick insights
when a previously challenged content is shared. When



users click on this indicator, they will be shown the details
for the current state of the content. When a piece of content
is in the FACT or the FAKE state, these details will contain
any additional supporting evidence that was provided by the
external AI fact-checking systems. When the content is UN-
VERIFIED, users will be notified that the fact-checking that
was requested from other users is still in progress. Addi-
tionally, they will see how many people has challenged the
content before while also being able to challenge it them-
selves.

Figure 2: Inline indicators allow
users to understand the truth
values of shared content at a
glance. There are 3 different
indicators: FAKE, FACT and
UNVERIFIED.

Figure 3: When a user clicks on
an indicator, they see the details
relevant to the truth value of the
content. For FAKE and FACT
states, supporting evidence is
displayed while for UNVERIFIED,
the option to challenge is
displayed.

Implementation
The proposed solution will be implemented as an Android
extension that uses the special permission to draw over
other applications. Using this permission, the extension will
be able to augment the WhatsApp interface with the func-
tionality mentioned in the previous subsections. To evaluate
our approach, we implemented a prototype using Adobe
XD1.

Evaluation
We interviewed a group of WhatsApp users from different
countries to evaluate the interface we designed. Firstly, par-
ticipants were required to fill out a survey about general
information, including age, gender, home country, educa-
tion level, and most importantly the familiarity of WhatsApp.
Then the interviewer briefly described what WhatsApp is
and explained the purpose of this study - Preventing the
Fake News from spreading in WhatsApp Group Chat. De-
picting the Tipline Checkpoint proposal would be the next
step, which gave interviewees a general overview of the in-
terface prototype. After setting a scene that the participants
were in the group chat, organizers would let participants
start the experiment 1 and allow them to explore for about

1The prototype can be found at https://xd.adobe.com/view/
d3d58453-7673-4a5b-7d0d-42ba7f4d1040-a5e4/

4 minutes while observing their behaviors and writing down
the controversial information, participants’interaction with
the verify button, and their choices to challenge or not chal-
lenge unverified message. Later, organizers asked partic-
ipants to start Experiment 2 whose procedure is similar to
experiment 1. Whats’ more, participants were asked to fin-
ish the second section of the survey referring to what they
had explored. In the end, this semi-structured interviews
also included open questions about suggestions on the im-
provement of current interfaces.

After manually checking the responses and filtering out sus-
picious answers, we got 7 valid responses. Among these
responses, there are 4 male respondents (57.1 %) and 3 fe-
male respondents (42.9%). The average age was 24 years
old (=7.6). Moreover, these 7 people are highly educated -
3 people have got a bachelor degrees while 4 people have
attended graduate school.

Based on the user studies we conducted, we discovered
a number of findings, both in the usability of the prototype
as well as the perception of the prototype. First, there was
a controversial stigma noted about the idea of challenging
information - some people wanted some system to maintain
a check on information spread around while others felt un-
comfortable with the prospect of challenging the personal
content, such as family pictures as well as the concept of
others having the ability to challenge the content that they
share. It was also observed that participants had some
trouble finding and using the verify option within the inter-
face. One major consideration for the implementation of the
application is managing the word choice and verification
states, making sure to choose words that are not too ag-
gressive in their connotation for both the action of verifying
as well as for the state of being challenged/unverified. In
moving on to further iterations, one other reconsideration

https://xd.adobe.com/view/d3d58453-7673-4a5b-7d0d-42ba7f4d1040-a5e4/
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should be on managing the states of the information, be-
ing sure to minimize confusion and connotation in factors
such as distinguishing between unchallenged information
challenged but not officially verified/unverified information.
In resolving these issues, the choosing of states and in-
terface decision should be done with utmost consideration
to limit biases and aggressive connotations. In this pursuit
of quickly and accurately labeling fake news, there is al-
ways the concern to limit and mitigate damage done to real
news.

Conclusion
By studying the characteristics of the platform, we recog-
nized essential requirements and consideration in designing
a system that intends to curb the spreading of misinforma-
tion in WhatsApp, like the need for a real-time identification
of viral misleading content that reaches most passive users.
By taking into account the related work, we identified an in-
teresting approach for this problem, where users can play
an active role to identify suspicious content, and therefore,
warn others about it. After evaluating our proposed system,
we discover important challenges not considered before
that could hinder possible future solutions. Therefore, our
main contribution was to encounter that even though most
users recognize the need to stop the spreading of misinfor-
mation in the app, they also show resistance to a system
that alters the current dynamics of the chat, like the imple-
mentation of visible signifiers that challenges the truth of
shared content in a group. We attribute this resistance to
the disruptive effect of such signifiers on an environment
that initially was perceived as safe. Future work should ad-
dress this issue and study new ways to encourage users to
have a critical position towards suspicious content shared
on WhatsApp, without explicitly intrude the chat’s restrain-
ing.
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